


Logo:
Ensure that the logo is 
clearly displayed in a 
prominent position. The 
logo can be used in 
these three ways and 
must always have a 
clearly defined area of
space surrounding it.

Please do not: 
Change the colours
Rotate the logo
Change the font & colours
Add element in the logo
Recreate the logo  



Primary Font

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
Poppins Extralight Poppins Regular Poppins Medium

Poppins

Poppins SemiBold Poppins ExtraBold

Poppins Extralight Italic Poppins Italic Poppins Medium Italic

Poppins SemiBold Italic Poppins ExtraBold Italic

Secondary Font

Montserrat Family
[ The font has 18 styles from ultralight to heavy with a true italic to each. ]

Typefaces:
The primary typeface is 
Poppins. It is a clear, 
contemporary and modern 
typeface that suits places 
where you need a formal yet 
unique touch. The secondary 
typeface is Montserrat 
Family. It has high readability 
and is excellent for creating 
a clean-looking and 
straightforward design. 
Creative typographic 
arrangements are permitted 
as long as the function takes 
president over form.



Colour:

Primary Colours

Gradients

Colour Palette

The Primary Colour is 
Orange and should be 
predominant present on 
any piece of design. 
Gradient colours can be 
used in the digital 
universe to add 
dynamism to 
communication.

C-2  M-57  Y-100  K-0
R-241  G-134  B-0

#F18600

C-89  M-74  Y-9  K-1
R-56  G-85  B-153

#385599

C-4  M-3  Y-3  K-0
R-0  G-0  B-0

#F1F1F1

C-0  M-0  Y-0  K-0
R-255  G-255  B-255

#FFFFFF

C-75  M-68  Y-67  K-90
R-0  G-0  B-0

#000000



Images should feel 
natural and unstyled, and 
the style of photography 
should be candid and 
unstaged. Please always 
use natural light and 
natural backgrounds to 
give an authentic context 
to the subject matter. 
Different angles can be 
explored to provide a new 
perspective on the 
subject. 

Photography: 



Dots
To create a consistent 
experience across all the 
creatives, we use a set of 
design elements to 
showcase our brand in 
the most authentic 
manner.

Ensure that these 
elements do not interfere 
with the text and the 
overall design.

Design Elements

Lines



The brand tagline should 
appear on all 
brand-related 
communications in the 
brand colours only. Do not 
alter it in any way.

Do not fill the tagline with 
graphics, cover it with text, 
change the fonts, or make 
it transparent.

Brand Hashtag

#CrackTheCODE

C-2  M-57  Y-100  K-0
R-241  G-134  B-0

#F18600

C-89  M-74  Y-9  K-1
R-56  G-85  B-153

#385599

C-75  M-68  Y-67  K-90
R-0  G-0  B-0

#000000



Hindustan Online - CODE 
programs are UGC 
Entitled and AICTE 
approved. Ensure the 
logos are placed below 
the program listed in the 
creative.

Do not alter these logos.

Recognition

UGC
Entitled

AICTE
Approved



HINDUSTAN ONLINE-CODE 
is a nurturing educational 
platform and all 
communication materials 
should reflect the same, 
including the logo being 
placed in the top right or 
left corner. We explored 
different layouts with 
striking colours, bold copy, 
and explicit imagery to 
make it stand out and 
look aspirational to those 
who pursue it.

Layouts:


